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Learn  the  ast ro logy  bas ics  and know your  ro le  in  the  cosmos .
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Astrology 101



Through the Cosmic Plan, 
your soul is embedded with endless

hymns of the Universe. 
 

The ebb and flow of stars threaded into
your soul self.

 
Take notice, as your experience is the

ultimate path to your destiny. 
 

Toward your everlasting light, love, and
evolution. 

 
This is your key.

 



At some point in your life, you most likely stumbled across a newspaper clipping featuring your sun
sign revealing what is in store for you. It can be awe-inspiring or quite terrifying. Leaving someone
else to reveal your fortune can raise a hair or two behind your neck. This is known as pop astrology,
and I would like to call it graze astrology. This methodology is multilayered and cathartic. Pop
astrology can be fun and humorous. However, it can be downright mean and stereotypical. 
Reading this form of astrology can be disempowering, misleading, and surface-leveled. It is in no way
impactful or healing. 

Or you may have seen astrological symbols embedded in gothic cathedrals such as Notre Dame in
Paris or urban spaces such as the ceiling of the Grand Central Station Terminal in New York City.
The astrological symbols are all around us and within our psyche. There is some enigmatic pull that
this modality extends for humanity, and we, as souls, feel some form of energetic awakening as we
tune in.

Astrology goes as far back as 5,000 years ago as recorded, and most cultures have extended their
interpretation of the skies above. It is thought that astrology’s origins started in Babylon, and then
the Greeks interweaved their synthesis, eventually becoming the mainstream influence of Western
Astrology that we use today.

Astrology is recorded to be the most widely searched subject on the internet.  We have to wonder
why humanity is so fascinated by this ancient system of thought. On a soul level, we may be inspired
to learn why we act a certain way. Every day the planets are in a unique formation orchestrating
their purpose, and we, as souls, live out its rhythm. Learning its codes can help us realign our soul’s
needs and bridge the understanding of life. 

It awakens us from a deep slumber, and our light begins to shine its radiance. We become more
aligned with the Creator, and as recorded in the second verse from the Hermetic text from the
Emerald Tablet, “As above, so below.” We become the co-creators of life as we reflect the planetary
stories playing in the starry heavens. 

WHAT IS ASTROLOGY?
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Astrology reminds us that we are the living embodiment of the Divine. We all contain a fragment, a
spark of the Divine, and it is in our free will to live out the life we desire. Whenever we live in a
continuous rhythm leading to an abyss or no progression, this is commonly known as the “desert
period” in our lives. The ennui phase is when we experience disempowerment or lack of motivation
in fulfilling our goals. Or this feeling that you are meant to do something more. 
 
It is officially your soul’s wake-up call. The cosmos gifted this moment to invite a change in your life.
This happens whenever we are living out our true calling as a soul. Returning to the flow with our
true selves is a path that can lead to improved finances, better relationships, health, and more. This
starts the changes whenever we designate a space to understand ourselves more deeply. Through
conscious awareness, astrology can open that door to you finding liberation and healing. 

Mankind is experiencing a growth in consciousness. Believe it or not, you are a key benefactor in
this life. We are all interconnected and here to move humanity to a brighter future. We all play an
important role as souls. Your astrological birth chart holds the key to how you can contribute to
humanity’s ascension process.

Learning more about your astrology chart can invoke incredible changes. It helps bridge the
connection to life around you. This shift in thought alone can invoke massive changes. Becoming
more attuned to your birth chart will guide you throughout your journey. 

[NOTE] This guide is meant to help you learn the basics of astrology while receiving insights about
how you can locate your planets in your birth chart. This is a beginner guide to help you get started
and know your placements. You can always refer to this guide to develop a relationship with your
planets and familiarize yourself when listening to astrology forecasts. 

LET’S TALK ABOUT ASTROLOGY AND
HOW IT CAN EMPOWER YOUR LIFE
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Each phase in our life experience, whether traumatic or blissful, stems from the planetary dance in
the skies above. We all go through the ebbs and flows of life, and the planets reveal the themes to
be presented in our experience and the response we extend is by our own free will. The birth chart
we hold now illustrates our response to life and how we can heal from the intensity of the lessons
we learn. 

For instance, lacking motivation and momentum can indicate that your Mars placement is not being
implemented. Or if you are attracting a certain type of relationship that does not fulfill you, perhaps
you are not fully embodying your Venus expression. As we live on in our cosmic story, a tugging in
our soul reminds us to pay attention whenever we are not fully satisfied. That dragging and
exasperated feeling you may be experiencing indicates that you are not in full alignment in your
journey. 

Our alignment can be revelatory as you learn to notice the cues your soul is sending in your
direction. This can fall into the categories that cover our life purpose, relationships, career choices,
etc. Now, where are you feeling earthbound and weary in your experience? The first thought that
comes to mind is an indicator that the review is an order. Astrology is the guiding key to liberating
our souls. 

When we trust the process, our soul can be the driver instead of fear-based ego-self.
     
Astrology is the modality that can provide the keys that can help you be in celestial alignment and
how you can connect with your soul’s happiness. Every celestial body extends its lessons to help you
embody your soul’s unique expression. Everyone has their version of happiness, and when we look
to others’ fulfillment, we may miss the mark in our perception of happiness, hence the reason why if
you decide to learn your planetary keys, you will learn the ways that you reconnect to self to heal
and pave the way in your terms. 

Now let's ascend to the cosmic skies above and learn the zodiac, houses, and planets to help you
learn the basics when working with your birth chart. 

OUR COSMIC ALIGNMENT
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Tools Needed to Get Started

Date, Location, and Time of birth

From the moment you took your first breath, this was the time recorded in your birth certificate.
This is an essential component when having your astrology birth chart cast. Knowing your birth time
is key for accuracy. You will need your birth time because the angles of the birth chart shift if the
time is incorrect, and the rising sign, aka the ascendant, will change the filtered lens of your birth
chart story. 

In times when you don’t have this information, a chart rectification is an order to receive the full
benefit of using this book or to know how to work with your birth chart. A professional astrologer is
your go-to guide in this scenario. 

You will do yourself a service by consulting with an astrologer that specializes in this practice. This is
a lengthy process but worth it. Be sure to gather valuable information regarding significant
events/timeframes in life. It can fall in various traumatic events, wedding days, births, etc. Also,
gathering pictures of yourself at periodic points in your life, such as when you were a baby,
adolescent, teen, and adult years, is recommended. This will help the astrologer key in the features
that can align with your ascendant. Also, gathering pictures of yourself at periodic points in your life,
such as when you were a baby, adolescent, teen, and adult years, is recommended. 
This will help the astrologer key in the features that can align with your ascendant.

Assuming you have the correct birth information, you can now cast your free birth chart on my
website by visiting this link: https://www.lumipelinku.com/birthchartcalculator 

*On the next page, there is a reference table to help you locate the symbols in your birth chart to help fill
out your astrology worksheet or journal.  
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SYMBOL SIGN

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

DATES

MARCH 21-APRIL 19

APRIL 20-MAY 20

MAY 21-JUNE 20

JUNE 21-JULY 22

JULY 23-AUGUST 22

AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22

SEPTEMBER 23-OCTOBER 22

OCTOBER 23-NOVEMBER 21

NOVEMBER 22-DECEMBER 21

DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19

JANUARY 20-FEBRUARY 18

FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20

MODALITY

CARDINAL

FIXED

MUTABLE

CARDINAL

FIXED

MUTABLE

CARDINAL

FIXED

MUTABLE

CARDINAL

FIXED

MUTABLE

ELEMENT

FIRE

EARTH

AIR

WATER

FIRE

EARTH

AIR

WATER

FIRE

EARTH

AIR

WATER

INNER PLANETS SOCIAL PLANETS OUTER PLANETS

SUN

MOON

MERCURY

VENUS

MARS

JUPITER

SATURN

CHIRON

URANUS

NEPTUNE

PLUTO

The Zodiac and Rulerships 

PLANETARY RULER

MARS

VENUS

MERCURY

MOON

SUN

MERCURY

VENUS

PLUTO

JUPITER

SATURN

URANUS

NEPTUNE
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My Sun is in [sign] and located in the___house

My Ascendant/Rising is in [sign]

My Chart Ruler is [planet that rules sign of ascendant] 

My Moon is in [sign] and located in the____house

My Mercury is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Venus is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Mars is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Jupiter is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Saturn is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Chiron is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Uranus is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Neptune is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My Pluto is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My North Node is in [sign] and located in the___ house

My South Node is in [sign] and located in the___ house

A l i g n  Y o u r  S t a r s  B l u e p r i n t  

L o c a t i n g  Y o u r  P l a n e t s  a n d  H o u s e  P l a c e m e n t s
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Zodiac Themes at a Glance + Planetary Rulership

I would love to point out now that the signs were arranged in a unique formation that mirrors the experiences
we all go through as souls. Starting from Aries, it represents the newborn child and ends with Pisces the
elder. Not to say that all Aries are newborns forever, but they have an opportunity to live out their lives
constantly embedded with the new and are given the spark of promise in their life journey. While Pisces may
see or experience life as a twilight period enriched with sage wisdom and anecdotes for others to benefit
from as they move onto the next realm of life. Remember that all the signs have a designated role and hold
no greater value than the other. We all have a role to play in this life, and as we learn how to unearth this
realization in our journey, healing and empowerment unfold. 

Aries are known to be dynamic, bold, and daring. Through their warrior/leader-type personality, they can
take on the world with great stride and confidence.
Planetary ruler - Mars

Taurus is an earthy and patient being with an appreciation for nature. Taurus possesses sheer will and
steadiness in all accomplishments, whether in goals or romantic pursuits. 
Planetary ruler - Venus

Gemini rules duality and opposites, they are whimsical and creative in their approach to life. Their artistic
personality is often expressed through great communication skills through their sense of style. 
Planetary ruler - Mercury

Cancer is known to be compassionate and nurturing and possesses such camaraderie with humanity. They
value the ways of old and have the talent for spreading wisdom to others. 
Planetary ruler - Moon

Leo exudes the most expansive presence of the zodiac with their solar-infused energy. They are distinguished
and proud of all accomplishments achieved. 
Planetary ruler - Sun

Virgo is witty, charming, and timeless. Often known as the perfectionist of the zodiac, this would apply to all
their ambitions. Virgos strive to be productive, organized, and reliable. 
Planetary ruler- Mercury

JOURNEY AROUND THE ZODIAC

The
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Libra exudes an air of pleasantry and beauty. Through being impartial, their outlook is to maintain grace and
balance in all situations. 
Planetary ruler - Venus

Scorpios are known to be rather deep and mysterious. They are the most alluring of all the signs of the
zodiac, they represent strength, power, and transformation. 
Planetary ruler - Pluto

Sagittarius has a flair for life and a love of exploring the new. They have boldness and the need to spread
laughter and wisdom to others.
Planetary ruler - Jupiter

Capricorns approach life with great strides and will stop at nothing to achieve their goals. Through patience
and goodwill, they can take on many tasks with methodical concentration.
Planetary ruler - Saturn 

Aquarius individuals are eccentric, and independent, and need to express their uniqueness. This sign
connects with people from all walks of life through compassion. 
Planetary ruler - Uranus

Pisces is the otherworldly dreamer that desires to witness coexistence in the world. As the last sign of the
zodiac, Pisces beings are said to contain an aspect of the previous signs.
Planetary ruler - Neptune 
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Each celestial body placed in the birth chart holds precedence in our journey. The term “celestial
body” pertains to planets and other points of the birth chart that are not considered a planet, such
as the Sun, Moon, asteroids, and the lunar nodes. In the list below, you will see keywords
representing each celestial body that will be a part of your transformation process. 

The planets in our birth chart can be seen as active contributors to the lessons presented to us in
our story. From the moment you took your first breath, all the planets positioned stilled in that
microsecond as you were born. This planetary orchestration will never repeat. The time you decided
to be born, natural or cesarean birth, it was all a part of the plan. This cosmic orchestration at that
moment will illustrate the themes you are meant to master by free will. 

Here are the key points of what each planet represents in your birth chart. 

Sun- The Soul’s Vitality and Purpose  
Moon- Security and Nurturing  
Mercury- Communication and Ideas 
Venus- Self-Love, Love, and Values
Mars- Power, Passion, and Physical Drive
Jupiter- Luck and Inspiration
Saturn- Structure and Discipline 
Chiron- Inner Wounding and Healing 
Uranus- Change and Liberation
Neptune- Dreams and Transcendence
Pluto- Transformation and Rebirth

Planets are the active agents in our human experience. Understanding the planet and its energetic
influence allows you to navigate your life confidently. 
   
Remember that you may feel more of an impact of a specific celestial body or more. As you learn
more about your birth chart and where everything is placed, you will begin to gain conscious
awareness of which area in your life that may need catering.  

 

THE ROLE OF THE SUN AND THE
CELESTIAL BODIES 
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As you progress and develop a relationship with your planets, you will learn how to navigate your
life by understanding its cosmic rhythms. In the next couple of pages, you will see how each planet
holds a specific theme in your life.   

The Sun 
The Sun (Latin, Sol) is our life provider and vitality, spreading endless radiance in our lives. It fuels
our soul and emits light wherever it touches the birth chart. In principle, this planetary body is our
destination point, our overall soul essence. The shadow aspect can lead to arrogance, low self-
esteem, and narcissism. When you start living out your Sun signs the highest expression, you
connect to your Higher Self. As a soul, you can live out the expression of each sign if you ever
decide to tune in. 

Moon
The Moon is our emotion, intuition, and nourishment. This celestial body is the innermost self we
may not disclose openly to others. It can sometimes be our setback if we put too much into this
expression. Too much comfort leads to stagnation in our soul growth. The Moon represents the
maternal figures in our lives and our past habitual patterning (past lives/childhood). Depending on
the element of the moon sign, this can be a beneficial luminary involving our emotions aligning with
our dreams (love, career, personal development). 

Mercury
The messenger planet represents how we communicate with others and receive information. This
planetary body is sometimes best implemented if stimulated through learning new systems. If your
natal Mercury is unused, your productivity may be chaotic and restless. Actively involving oneself
with attaining new information is key to receiving newfound insights/skills that will be proven useful
in your journey.

 

PLANETS AND THEIR ROLE IN YOUR
BIRTH CHART
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Venus 
Venus is our love language and means of making money. This celestial body is a higher octave in its
effectiveness than the Moon. How we harness our Venus sign can lead to infinite abundance and
prosperity. It is simply love, attraction, aesthetics, creativity, comradery, girl-positivity, and the
sacred feminine. For those closely embodying feminine energy, Venus is the highest version of the
goddess. As for men, Venus guides them upon how they are to honor and respect their own inner
feminine essence, which also represents the other they wish to manifest. 

Mars 
Mars is our drive, passion, and zest. This is the planet that powers up your motivation. When
unbalanced, we can be impulsive in our decisions, accident-prone, and argumentative. In a man’s
chart, it is the highest expression of their god-spark, and if implemented on a soul level, the Divine
Masculine. In a woman’s chart, it is projected as her inner masculinity as well as the counterpart
they desire. Nothing can stand in the way of your momentum when tuning into the fiery planet. 

Jupiter 
Jupiter bestows luck and expansive opportunities in our natal charts as well as in transits. Due to its
exuberant nature, it can overinflate good and challenging aspects. In your darkest hour and time of
need, look to your Jupiter sign as the key and clue to where you can find the silver lining.

Saturn 
This planet often receives a bad rep. However, this planet grants lots of rewards through integrating
never-ending devotion to your priorities. Hard work reaps the eternal reward. Saturn is best
described as the wise old teacher that many were afraid to approach in school. Once you develop
more confidence and appreciation in the teachings (and do the work), Saturn will crack a smile of
approval. This planet is associated with responsibility, discipline, focus, and self-mastery. Feelings of
restlessness, limitation, and melancholy usually indicate an imbalance of your priorities. So long as
you do the work, you will be granted everything you wish. 
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Pluto
The dark night of the soul and eternal revolution. This planetary body can unearth your essence, and
sometimes you may not even recognize the person you were yesterday. It is a constantly evolving
process, and if you release control, you will see and appreciate your transition. The transformation
endured may be felt in waves of tension, and once you surrender your old self, it will unlock the
secrets of your soul. 

Chiron 
This asteroid is very impactful and the bridge between your past wounding and healing. This celestial
body can make one feel doubt and uncertainty. This falls along the lines of external influences and/or
even self-inflicting. Once you awake to the realization of the need to seek out the root of your pain,
this is where the healing energies flow through. Beauty can be found once you alchemize your soul
discovery and decide to heal others through your awareness. 
 

Uranus 
Eccentricity, innovation, and liberation are the key components of this rebellion planet. It is also the
key planet that can change your life in an instant moment. It is the planet that can connect you to
your Higher Self and strengthen your intuition. When you take a moment and embrace the changes
and go through the process of reinventing yourself, you will see how this divine intervention can
bring forth its blessings. 

Neptune 
Like walking through a dream, Neptune is ethereal and mystical. It is the planet of mysticism and the
arts. This expression brings forth the need to escape and see the overall picture through the eyes of
the divine. It is the dissolution of your old self-ego. Your intuition and dreams can reach great heights
when working with this planetary body. You can venture through this planetary expression with
grace and ascension as long as you establish a strong sense of self.  
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12 ASTROLOGICAL HOUSES

The

Self, appearance, physical vitality, 
outlook 

Marriage, partnerships, others,
legal contracts

Daily routine, rituals employment,
co-workers, pets, health 

Values, money,
possessions,

foundations 

True love,
children,

joy, hobbies,
creativity,

Ideas,
speaking,
siblings,

extended
family

short journeys
 

Home,
family,
ancestry
emotional
security

Subconscious realms,
isolation, dreams,

behind the scenes,
prisons, hospitals

Ideals, 
   friendships
      networks, 
       humanitarian work,   
.          aspirations

Career, prestige,
politics, authority 
figures,  fame, 
legacy,  

Philosophy, religion,
higher education,
law, beliefs, 
foreign relations,
travel sex, death, 

rebirth, occult
others resources,
inheritance, 

1
2

3 4 5
6

7

8
910

11

12

There are 12 houses in the birth chart, each representing a different aspect of our life experience.
The second in which you took your first breath, a snapshot of the sky was taken at birth. It shows
the orchestration of the planets and celestial bodies in the skies above. Every planet holds key
information regarding the themes you are to experience. Wherever the planets were positioned in
each house of your birth chart, it could reveal how you started your journey from birth to where
you are now. The planets showcase the storylines you are to experience in this life, and where
they are located in the houses are the scenes that reveal the lessons. The planets and houses all
simultaneously work with one another in a synchronized motion. The planets and where they are
situated will reveal the interaction between houses. There may be ease and flow and/or tension-
filled exchanges, and how we utilize these planetary energies fall in our hands. For example, if
your Sun resides in the 7th house of relationships, your approach towards soul mastery is learning
how to integrate with others while maintaining your identity in partnerships. 
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Now we will see how your planets can play out your story. Learning about the aspects will give you a
better idea regarding the natural gifts you hold or the challenges that can lead to opportunity. Aspects in
our birth charts hold the secrets to how we generate within our inner world and how it can manifest
outwardly. However, we decide to harness the intensities or ease entirely within our free will expression.
Note that the aspects you were born into are meant to be mastered and not used as an excuse to live
out habits not serving your highest good. As you are made aware of mastering the archetypal language
of the planets, you will be able to transmute the planetary energies to support your pathway to healing
and empowerment. In the birth chart generator, you will have a list of which aspects you have between
the planets in your birth chart. Feel free to write them out on your worksheet.  

Conjunction - Intensity - 0-10 degrees together
This is when planets are close in degree with the other and in the same sign. Note that the maximum
amount in the degree considered conjunction is 10 degrees. This planetary immersion can take you to
extreme intensities in your experience and/or incredible breakthroughs in support. The closer together
the degree, the more power or pronounced themes are added to the planetary bodies and their role in
your story. 

Trine - Ease - 120 degrees apart  
Trines can be best seen as ease in our life expression. It is the jewel of the birth chart that we may
sometimes overlook because it is an easy source to tap into. Trines can sometimes make us lazy in our
journey, but if you decide to utilize them wholeheartedly, they can be a conduit of overflowing blessings. 

Sextile - Support - 60 degrees apart 
Sextile aspects are supportive as they provide sustenance and power in your journey. It is grounding,
reliable, inspiring, and overall comfortable. 

Square - Challenge - 90 degrees apart
Square aspects hold the most pressure in the birth chart. It is part of our journey in which we feel we
cannot hold on, but as we hone in on our courage, it leads us to our soul's evolution. Square aspects
send us continuous lessons that help us awaken the ability to master them. These intense moments
shape our reality and push us to succeed. 

Opposition - Balance - 180 degrees apart 
Oppositions can be experienced as complementary and yet uneasy at the same time. This is the polarity
point in aspect, and it can be revelatory as it shows the parts of us that we have reached that may be
uncomfortable as it is unfamiliar territory. It is the mirror in our situation that we must look toward and
welcome to bridge an understanding in our path.  

ASPECTS
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Sun aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Moon aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Mercury aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition] 

Venus aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Mars aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Jupiter aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Saturn aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Uranus aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Neptune aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

Pluto aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]

L o c a t i n g  Y o u r  P l a n e t s  a n d  A s p e c t s
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T H R E A D I N G  E V E R Y T H I N G  T O G E T H E R  
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Now, we will tie all the information together by interweaving your inner planets and how they are
conversing. Note that the inner planets have to do with your personality and habits. To best
understand this information, you can reflect on what you have learned about the planets and their
energetic expression. To master this process and to keep it simple, note where (the house) the natal
planet of interest is located. The next step is to see which other planet creates an aspect with the
natal planet of interest. Remember that the closer in degree, the more influence and the limit of
impact is 10 degrees. See the visual example below covering the Sun and the other planets in
aspect. 
If you wish to see these aspects without calculating them, you may visit this link and generate your
planet and aspect grid. For this journal prompt, we are working with the inner planets such as the
Sun, Moon, Rising, Mercury, Venus, and Mars.  

My Sun is in [aspect] to my [ascendant/planet/asteroid/nodes]

Example chart 

My Sun (22 degrees) is conjunct my Mercury (16 degrees) within 6 degrees  

My Sun (22 degrees) is sextile to my Saturn (23 degrees) within 1 degree

My Sun (22 degrees) is sextile to my Neptune (14 degrees) within 8 degrees

My Sun (22 degrees) in trine to my Pluto (14 degrees) within 8 degrees 

https://www.lumipelinku.com/
https://www.lumipelinku.com/birthchartcalculator
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Sun Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
Knowing your Sun aspects and tying in the location of other planets in the houses of the birth chart that
speak to it, what areas in your life have the most light and focus? Are you paying attention to these
points in your life experience now? How can you invite a new flow in your story that interweaves with
your purpose?

Moon Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
Noting your Moon aspects and the way it is conversing with the other planets within the houses of your
birth chart, what areas in your life need security, comfort, and understanding? Do you reflect and observe
your feelings? What can you do to find comfort and self-acceptance in your journey? 

Rising Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
Observing your rising sign and planet, how do you show yourself to the world? What is your view of the
world and the ideal reality? If you can reveal your most genuine of colors, how do you wish to express
yourself?

Mercury Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
Analyze which planets (if any) are conversing with your Mercury and the houses these planets are
residing in. Where can you find a new outlet for inspiration? How do you effectively communicate? 
[Is it visual? audio?] What area in your life may undergo challenges involving communication? What can
you do to improve this?

Venus Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
Let’s see how love plays out in your story. Note any aspects between your Venus and the other planets 
(if any). Observe the houses where Venus and the other planets may be in conversation. Is the interplay
challenging or seamless? Knowing this information, do these planets reflect your love story and how it
plays out? If you had the liberty to attract this tomorrow, what would you like to do to change or
strengthen your love story?

Mars Aspects [conjunction, trine, sextile, square, opposition]
It is time to determine how you generate your inner magnetism and drive. Jot down the planets and their
aspects with your Mars (if any). Is it hostile or in a healthy flow? Noting this information, how do you
express your drive with your goals? Are you patient, hesitant, or impulsive? Knowing this, how can you
invite a better outcome involving your motivation?

L o c a t i n g  Y o u r  I n n e r  P l a n e t s  a n d  A s p e c t s  -

J o u r n a l - a c t i o n  p r o m p t
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I see life as an experience, not fate based. We hold the power to define who we are. When life appears murky in
color, that is our soul's red flag. As cosmic beings, we can invite joy and rise above the shadows of our traumas. When
we aim to shine our inner light, that is when the Universe bestows its gifts of grace. Since I picked up astrology, my
intuition and spiritual gifts heightened, and I felt more alive and confident.
 
In my astrology practice, I have serviced over 500 clients. My platform caters to those who wish to learn more about
themselves and their limitless potential by actively working with their birth chart. My clientele ranges from all the
walks of life, such as the spiritually curious, entrepreneurs, creatives, and social media stars, to CEOs of major
corporations.

Along with my transformation life coaching practice, I have noticed that they all had a similar range of questions or
issues, which is the feeling of being stuck and without direction regarding their decisions in life. Once I started to
break down the concepts of their astrology birth charts in connection with their questions, they began to live more
freely and found healing, radiance, and empowerment in their lives. Interpreting their birth charts sparked inspiration
and gave them the confidence to live in complete alignment with their planets! This alone helped them attract the life
of their dreams!

I have developed a safe, compassionate, and joyful space for all to confide in and a unique methodology called the
Cosmic Alignment Program that uses natal planetary placements and esoteric healing practices to power up different
aspects of life by energetic alignment. 

Whether I am regenerating my astrological background, working with clients, posting on social media, writing for
online publications, or hosting my podcast, Align Your Stars, my approach is heart-centered, empathetic, inspiring,
and embellished with a dash of celestial magick.   

thank you!

BOOK YOUR DISCOVERY CALL OR ASTROLOGY READING TODAY 

AT WWW.LUMIPELINKU.COM
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